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DESCRIPTION

54914

2011 Telmo Rodriguez Dehesa Gago

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$14.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 G Dehesa Gago eschews oak – the wine is just put in the tank and then racked. It has a straightforward bouquet of blueberry,
red cherries and a touch of balsamic that is well-defined and “pert.” The palate is quite succulent and primal on the entry with lush
blueberry and cassis notes. It offers a pleasing, grainy texture with that balsamic note returning on the finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 90pts

70341

2011 Numanthia Termes

$28.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright cherry red with a deep robe and violet glints. Fresh and fruity on the nose with aromas of blackberries, ripe strawberries and sour
morello cherries. These aromas perfectly integrate with hints of white pepper and rosemary along with subtle notes of nutmeg and cinnamon.
The mouthfeel is balanced and vibrant with a predominance of fruit flavors. A lively and intense attack is followed by an explosion of black
cherry and fresh plums. The finish is long and persistent with notes of cacao and mocha." - Reviewed by: Producer

67276

2011 Venta Mazzaron

$12.99

N/A

N/A

"Musky blueberry, blackberry, cassis and violet on the nose, with complicating oak spice and white pepper nuances. Supple, sweet and
pliant, displaying good energy and focus to its black fruit and bitter chocolate flavors. Finishes with strong but smooth tannins and a hint of
candied flowers." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 90pts

57020

2011 Vega Murillo Toro

$11.99

N/A

N/A

"Intense and clean red fruit aromas of strawberry, raspberry and blackberry can be perceived. High roasts, vanilla and coconut describe the
quality of the wood. The finish is balsamic and minty. The mouthfeel is amiable, zesty, and fresh… Well-integrated tannins together with
correct acidity give the wine elegance, roundness and balance. Red fruit prevails together with everything that the wood brought out with
excellent assemblage. It has a long and pleasant finish." - Reviewed by: Producer

69828

2011 Matsu El Recio Toro

$26.99

N/A

N/A

"This is a corpulent wine also having a lot of finesse, with an intense nose having notes of chocolate, black fruits and vanilla. In the mouth the
taste is striking, being predominantly round and silky, very unctuous with subtle hints of the glycerine. Touches of fruits linger in the after
taste as do mineral notes. This is a full body wine yet at the same time very easy to drink." - Reviewed by: Producer

70175

2011 Telmo Rodriguez Gago

$29.99

$26.99*

10%

"The distinctive red soils produce a Tinto de Toro (the local clone of Tempranillo) with tremendous fruit concentration, ripeness, acidity,
tannins and structure." - Reviewed by: Producer

58940

2011 Romanico

$14.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright purple. Intense dark berry aromas are complemented by potpourri, cola and vanillin oak. Broad, palate-coating blackberry and
blueberry flavors become livelier with air and show an energetic spiciness. Finishes with very good clarity and juicy persistence, the cola and
spice notes repeating." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

52640

2011 Dama de Toro Tempranillo

$11.99

N/A

"This fruity, intense, deeply flavoured red displays bags of ripe cherry and raspberry fruit flavours interwined with violets and liquorice. This
unoaked style preserves the pure fruit of the region." - Reviewed by: Producer

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

